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MS WIN AMD LOSE ON THEIR COAST TRIP
WILLAMETTE’S WEIGHT e d u c a t io n is GONZAGANS A R E E A S Y
DECIDES THE SCOREl MNQR MATTER
FOR GRIZZLY TEAM
l ° N LY $800,000
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Varsity Outplays Oregon M en in Firsti
schools.
Defeat o f 1 wo Years Standing W iped
O ut
by Varsity-O wsley
Quarter, B u t W ith Smead, Owsley, ACTION IS POSTPONED i
Stars-O ld Style Football W ins
Ronan and Busha Out, Is O ver
| Recommendations of Heads of Insti- j
Game-Score 16 to 6
com e-Team Outweighed
tutions W ithdrawn— Missoula Man

»

Dazed at Condition of Finances.
I On Saturday,November 23t'-Gbnzaga
Score—Montana, 7; Gonzago, 0.
. After running the Willamette Uni into .the, line.^f scrimmage. Then Wil
versity football team off its feet in the lamette kicked. The ball was par-!
did littld better1than put up-a1’Vicious
Craighead ki9ked off'-foY Montana.
first quarter and scoring 9 points, tially blocked ’"by Montana and Ows
resistance to the- brilllsiht- attack of McKevitt, of Gonzaga^ returning it.
Helena, Dec. 3.—(Special.)—When the Montana Grizzlies,' who easily- Gonzaga made 5 yards through. the
the Bruins were then in turn carried ley recovered it. It was Montana’s
off by the weight of their opponents. [ bail -on th.e.i Willamette 30-yard line. Ithe state board of education discov
line and then McKevitt made 5 more;
For awhile the Montana team held the Then Montana swept the Methodists ered today that only about $400,Q0Q wiped out Montana’s t defeat at the but then Montana hejd, and Gonzaga
[ hands of .Gonzaga two years ago. .....
battering attack Of the heavy Orego off their feet, using Owsley and DesI
kicked over the Montana •line. It was
nians, but the steady-rush of the 200-1 champs through the line until Owsley Iwll be available for maintenance and I The game was marked, by .-good I brought baqk and .but in play on Mon
improvements at the seven state edu playing, but due ftp the wrangling" of tana's 25-yardline. .j^wsley punted
pound backs soon- began to disable i took the ball over;for ,a touchdown.
| the■officials and also to the fierce
and overcome physically, but not in
Owsley, missed -goal.'
cational . institutions, the reports . of
j 20 yards.
gam^ngss, the ^MontanahsT "Xberag-h Score:, Montana,. 6; Willamette, 0. jthe heads of the. institutions contain tackling of-the Grizzlies, which-caused
A forward pass
by Gonzaga,
lng over 1$0 pounds rto the man, about; (Craighead' kicked,’ arid 'On' the first! ing their recommendations were with time to be taken, out; by the Gongar IMcKevitt
Rafts, netted 15 yards.
20 pounds' more to' a 'mart'' than the? down Smedd’s knee;- \ V e i i t: and he drawn, and the board adjourned until }gans , who were -Injured, the gamp IWith two to
line bucks and another
Bruins, they' counted on "nothing but had to be- taken-out- of thei/game. Hunt the latter part of the months when it dragged for. nearly two ’ hours, al
weight. When' a 'Montana man tack was -sent -.in, -tor: replace., him. , After will meet to formulate its recommen though'only fifty 'ininufes of acfu&l I forward pass to Egan Of Gorvzaga, the
|
baU
rested
on Montand'S 10-yard- line
playingwas
done.
-Owsley
was
easily
led the 'Oregon' players, it was not forcing Willamette to kick, Montana, dations to the governor and the leg
until help’ arrived that the ruriner by a 'Series of trick plays and line islature as to the needs Of the several the star in-the backfield, .and Captain Iwhen the • fif^t, quarter. elided^
Dornblaser on the . line.. Deschnmps [ .Score—Montana, 7; Gonzaga. ,0.
could be stopped. Dornblaser was the plunges reached Willamette's 30-yard institutiona
Second Quarter; " ‘
was the most consistent line plunger,
only man who could tackle with force, Iline. Here the Salem crew held, and
This determination of-the . board to and
' McCarthy' showed excellent Judg [ ‘ With’ the balT'dri Montand's IC-yard
although Smead did the\.same when IOwsleyj_ dropping back to the 40-yard | consider how much money, will be
j line, Gonzaga began' a desperate ashe played, but he, unfortunately, was line, kicked a beautiful goal from i available for' the schools before rec ment in 'running -the- -team;
The game: Montana won the toss [sault on the Mopfana line. The, first
hurt and couldn't play more than a | placement. ' '
ommending the reports of the chiefs, and
Iplay .netted 9 . yards.- but there MonCraighead
kicked
off
to
McK^viU
part of the first quarter.
Score: ’ Montana, 9; Willamette, 0. marks a departure. Heretofore the of Gonzaga, who ’was downed in his Itana held iike a stone wall. Due to
Many of the Montana nrfen were in
board has adyised every recommenda tracks; MuholTand trlitf nh drid filii; | a ‘ dispute between the umpire and
jured. Owsley played whenvhe should) Here the Willamette crew” awoke, tion . made by a president, or a local
have had a rest. Busha kept play and the end of the first, quarter, O'ws- jcommittee, and each time the aggre but was thrown back for- a loss’Of two I head-linesman, Gonzaga was given
ing although battered" and pummeled ley, through a misjudgment,, carried gate has fu r exceeded the amount of yards. McKevitt kicked, and Owsley Itwo. extra downs. On the last, down,
of Montana fumbled the ball, a. Gon- widely by the way, . .was the sixth
unmercifully. Daemes was injured the ball back of his own. goal,line, and money available, it
and had to be taken out, and Ronan jthe referee’ ruled a safety for Willarri- i Montana's total income for the next zuga man recovering it! Gonzaga down, Gonzaga attempted a drop
but it failed.
and Gault were both unfit to begin!ette.
two years, the board estimated, will tried a 'forward' 'pass, but 'failed, arid I kick
Montana put the ball in play on
playing. In spite of all these ob- j Score: Montana, 9; Willamette, 2. be something over $3,000,000. Execu being held, Gonzaga kicked to Mon
I the, 20-yard iine^.,, Deschamps went
stacles Montana played as she always | ' With the beginning of the second tive, judicial and legislative expenses, tana's 37-yard line.
Playing old-style football, Montana [through the line for 7 yards, on the
has played, never for a moment show quarter, the Methodists began a rush judging by expenditures of the past
ing lack of fighting spirit.
that was ultimately tp bring victory. two years, will reduce this to $1,- made 7 yards on first down, and us I next down Gonzaga held, but at this
ing
Owsley and Deschamps at turns, j point, ■Owsley of Montana, went
When the game started, the Bruins IWith Buck Smead out of the'game, 900,000. Then, Attorney General Galen
went in with a rush and tear and cast the heavy backs gained at will. Ers- computed, other expenses will con with now and then a quarterback run, around end for 50- yards. With the
gloom and consternation over the •kine, the captain and left end, a man sume $1,100,000 more, leaving but Montana carried the ball to the Gon ball on Gonzaga's 20-yard line, Des
players and bleachers.
Craighead j weighing 200 pounds, was the pile- $800,000 for the seven state institu zaga 10-yard line, where McCarthy champs made 3 yards and by line
kicked to Willamette. Realizing their driver used. On end around plays he J tions the next two. years, this amount usink excellent jjudgment, ran around Ibucks the ball was carried to Gonsuperior weight, they tried three line gained with ease. Francis, Homan, including their interest and income end for a touchdown after a fake line zaga’s 5-yard line. Here Montana
buck.
plunges in succession, but each time
(Continued on Page Six.)
Owsley kicked goal for Montana.
(Continued on Page Six.)
Buck Smead hurled the runner back
(Continued on Page Six.)
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T H E CLASS OF 1916—T H E BIGGEST FRESHMAN CLASS T H E U N IV E F 8 IT Y HAS H A J

CASEY’S REVENGE
After the class is organized and be meet on the gridiron, diamond and
comes acquainted to the strange sur track, to decide which was physically
Pronounced “Kl-meen." This is a roundings, it is their duty to . aid in superior. But never before in the (By Grantland Rice—Encored by Pop
•word taken from the language of the every way every effort brought about history' of the school have the two
ular Clamor.)
Selish tribe and means writing, or
Ilower classes met in a contest which There were saddened hearts in Mudto better the institution.
something in bla$k and white.
ville for a week or even more;
It should be the duly of every offi j would decide the mental champion
Published on Thursday of every week
by the Associated Students of the Uni cer of the freshman -class to see that ship. Fortunately, the school year of There were muttered oaths and curses
versity of Montana.
—every fan in town was sore;
his class is represented in every event 1912-13 will witness just such a conin the school. If he fails to do this he | test, the Freshman-Sophomore de- “Just think,’’ said one, “how soft it
T H E EDITORS.
looked with Casey at the bat,
Carl C. Dickey, '14___ Editor-In-Chief fails in the performance of his official j bate.
Lewis W. Hunt, '15_Managing Editor duties. Those who are eligible and j One of the saddest defects of this And then to think he’d go and spring
Mildred Ingalls, ’13....Assoclate Editor
a bush-league trick like that.
Merle Kettlewell, *15__ Society Editor have a taste for debating, basketball, I University is the lack of proper in
Wlnnifred Felghner, '08, Alumni Editor football, dramatics, etc., and don’t go terest in debate work. The debate
Gladys Huffman, '13____ Local Editor out for them hasn’t enough spirit and of the Freshmen and Sophomores will
His past fame was forgotten now—he
Rose Leopold, ‘13____
Assistant
Mabel Lyden, '14____ Exchange Editor loyalty to entitle him to belong to a certainly help in remedying this dewas a hopeless shine;
University. Never hang back be | feet;. because it will promulgate a They , called him "Strikeout Casey’’
REPORTERS.
cause you haven't a chance, as you greater interest in the forensic art
from the mayor down the line;
G. O. Barter, '15 Gertrude Zerr
R. H. Wdedman, '13 Lucius Forbes, '15 think. Competition is the only test among the members of the two lower And as he came to bat each day his
R. W. Wells, '13 Lulu Wright, 'IS and in the end is the only successful classes, and they will, of course, carry
bosom heaved a sigh,
Carl C. Gllck, '14 F. D. Richter, '15
method of classification. Here is this interest with them as they take While a look of hopeless fury shone in
Bernice Selfrldge, '15
higher
work
in
the
University.
where the loyalty comes in. The fel
Mighty Casey’s eye.
BUSINESS STAFF.
Also, this inter-class debate will be
low that is defeated time after time
Peter E. Hansen, '14.________ Manager and still plods along with the deter a great help to those who have for
Donald Toung, '15_________ Assistant
He pondered on the days gone by that
mination to win is the fellow that ensic aspirations. They will get exhe had been their king;
Office, basement of the Library means the most to the University. Iperience in this minor debate which
Building. Office 'hours, the editor,
That when he sauntered to the plate
Monday, 9:30 to 12; Tuesday, 2 to 4; The fellow that is whipped in his will be very useful when they try for
they made the welkin ring;
Wednesday, 10 to 11.
studies is not the fellow to be en the regular varsity teams.
But now his nerve had vanished—for
It
is
Indeed
difficult
to
tell
whether
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance. trusted with the honor of the school
when he heard them hoot
Entered as second class mail matter at on the athletic field. He must show Ior not we have any chance to beat
Missoula, Montana, under act of congress his caliber, and thus make it known the Sophs in this first inter-class de He "fanned" or “popped-out” daily like
some minor-league recruit.
of March 3, 1879.
that he is perfectly able to do all that bate. In Stevenson, Selfrldge, Rich
ter,
Forbes,
and
Stanley,
the
Sopho
is
expected
of
him.
So
much
for
the
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1912.
mores have a quintette of debaters He soon began to sulk and loaf—his
school side.
batting eye went lame;
Every freshman is more or lees whose equal is hard to find. One of
FRESHM AN E D ITIO N BOARD.
judged1by his actions. He is natu these made one of the University de No home runs on the scorecard now
were chalked against his name;
Grace Mathewson
rally blamed for all the mean things bate teams last year, while two of the
The fans without exception gave the
Dona McCall
that have happened, for as a rule he others were substitutes.
Katherine Sutherlln
manager no peace,
generally is the guilty party. He is
But the Freshman class is not de
L. E. Daems
usually fresh from high school and ficient in debate material by any For one and all kept clamoring for
R. Anderson
Casey’s quick release.
Moose Grlffeth
never has been away from home any means. Baird and Long have debated
James Brown
length of time. He sees and hears together in high school for three
H. W. Templeton
many things that he never imagined. years;, Miss Corragus has had four The Mudville squad began to slump—
Barclay Craighead
the team was in the air;
So many good times are offered him years’ experience with Billings teams;
LO YA LTY.
and he naturally accepts. Being out Schug has debated for four years on Their playing went from bad to worse
amongst them once he has the desire the Columbus high school team; Rob
—nobody seemed to care;
What constitutes loyalty to your to go again and so on. By the time erts and Higgins debated together last “Back to the 'woods with Casey” was
University? There are so many dif he wakes up he is in bad and down year on the Hamilton team; Wilson
the cry from Rooters’ row;
ferent and unsettled opinions among in his studies. Then he begins to helped Boulder win the state inter- "Get someone who can hit the ball and
Freshmen that probably it would be think these things over and he won scolastic championship two years ago,
let that big dub go!”
well to dwell on this matter. The ders why he was so foolish to ignore and Templeton. It must also be re
function of any University is for de the traditions of the school, to ac membered that nearly all of these de The lane is long, someone has said,
velopment of the mind and body. quire the cigarette habit, get "stewed" baters bave been in the debate class
that never turns again;
Through her halls are the surest and after the game, and disgrace his this year and have got rid of most And Fate, though fickle, often gives
stralghtest paths to success. Every school by singing her sacred songs on of their defects under the instruction
another chance to men;
advantage is offered to students who the streets while in such a condition. of Professor Palmer. From this mass And Caaey smiled; his rugged face no
seek superior knowledge and wisdom. From then on he begins to get better. of material, a team of two will be
longer wore a frown—
It was created for your benefit and to He sees his place in the college life, selected
which should undoubtedly The pitcher who had started all the
be used as a business proposi his position as a younger student, and make things interesting for our wise
trouble came to town.
tion and as you see fit. Competent he accepts the same with grace.
and sombre friends, the Sophs.
advisers are appointed to direct and
The ideal student is not the drudge.
We think it fitting that we should All Mudville had assembled—ten thou
guide you through the many tangles The ideal student is not the athlete, urge the support and -help of all
sand fans had come
and discouragements of college life. for he is no student. The boy or girl Freshmen in this debate for without To see the twlrler who had put old
Here you make lifelong friendships who comes to the University with an encouragement from their classmates,
Casey on the bum;
and fight the earlier battles of life. aim, who studies and gets his lessons the debaters cannot be expected to And when he stepped into the box the
What else have you to offer in re-- well, and at the proper time, and who show their accustomed snap and vig
multitude went wild;
turn but your undying friendship and takes part in all events which tend or. In conclusion, remember this: If He doffed his hat in proud disdain—
loyalty The love, loyalty and friend to foster friendship and loyalty to we keep on beating the Sophomores in
but Casey only smiled.
ships you have for mother and home the college, who acts the gentleman the athletic contests—and that looks
should be as strong for your Univer or lady whether in class or on the like a certainty—and if we also de “Play ball!”—the umpire’s voice rang
sity, for when you stop to think of it, street, is the ideal student. Every feat them in the inter-class debate,
out, and then the game began;
there is not much difference. When freshman should read this article then we will have made a record for But in that throng of thousands there
you are a child you are carefully and convince themselves.
ourselves which no Freshman class
was not a single fan
watched and guided that your life
of the future will be very likely to Who thought that Mudville had a
may be so shaped that when you get
SMOKING CN CAMPUS.
break.
chance, and with the setting sun
to be old enough to take care of
Their hopes sank low—the rival team
yourself that you may be worthy of
Much praise is due to those who
was leading “4 to 1.”
SMOKERS.
the name you bear. Just about this took the initiative in the matter of
time you enter the University filled smoking on the campus or in any
I The following men have been seen The last half of the ninth came round
with the desire to keep up the good building of the University. A tradi
smoking on the campus or in the
with no change in the score;
record. Now it is up to the school tion of long standing had been broken,
Gym since the last issue of the But when the first man up hit safe the
you enter to guide you just as your and those who had the nerve to do
Kaimln:
crowd began to roar;
mother did, but her task is far dif it were shocked beyond expression be
The din increased, the echo of ten
JOE M’MANUS.
ferent and so much harder. Students cause the same was -printed in The
L. DAEMS.
thousand shouts were heard
between the age of 17 and 25 are in Kaimln. The tradtions of a Univer
CHICK WOODY.
When the pitcher hit the second and
that age of independency that any sity are as sacred as any law and
JOHN CURRAN.
gave “four balls” to the third.
assuming of control over their rights those who ignore them must suffer.
SAM DEHNERT.
is regarded with contempt. Right The fact that the most flagrant vio
JIMMIE HIGGINS.
Three men on base—nobody out—three
here is where the hitch comes. The la te s were upper classmen makes it
VICTOR JENECK.
runs to tie the game;
student must either bear the so-called all the worst. The loyalty to the Uni
PAUL BICHOFF.
A triple meant the highest niche in
injustice or leave school. Now, there versity demands that upper classmen
G. E. ROWLEY.
Mudville’s hall of fame;
is only one way to settle the diffi set an example for the freshmen. Until
DAVE BRONGER.
But here the rally ended and the gloom
culty, and that is friendship, and they do nothing better may be expect
WILSON.
was deep as night
without it there can be no loyalty. If ed from those who haven't learned the
ROBERTS.
When the fourth "fouled to catcher"
the student is loyal to his school he true meaning of a tradition. The fac
DESCHAMPS.
and the fifth “flew out to right.”
will refrain from doing those things ulty and a vast majority of the stu
CICIL DOHIE.
which tend to create embarraslng dents are loud in their praises of the
This makes it a farce to say that
conditions and hard feelings. He will good work and the University as a there is a tradition against smoking A dismal groan In chorus came; a
scowl was on each face,
sacrifice his own pleasures for the whole is mighty thankful that among on the campus. Wouldn’t it be a good I
betterment of his University; he will their student body there are those idea to take a vote on the question When Casey walked up, bat in hand,
and slowly took his place;
so shape his morality and his actions who are able to distinguish between and decide once for all whether the!
His bloodshot eyes in fury gleamed—
that the University may not suffer right and wrong.
‘■custom’’ is to be kept?
his teeth were clenched in hate;
from what he does.
The influx of freshmen into the Uni FRESH MAN-SOPHOMORE DEBATE! Winter Visitor (In Florida) — I He gave his cap a vicious hook and
pounded on the plate.
versity every year helps to lift it to a
should love dearly to go sailing, but it
looks very dangerous. Do not people
higher plana The future and very
But fame is fleeting as the wind and
existence of the University depends For many years, the Freshman and often get drowned in this bay?
Waterman—No, indeed, mum. The
glory fades away;
on its freshmen. You are expected to Sophomore classes of the University sharks never lets anybody drown.—
There were no wild and woolly cheers
take an active part in all college life. of Montana have been accustomed to New York Weekly.

JCaimtn

—no glad acclaim that day;
They hissed and groaned and hooted as
they clamored “Strike him out!”
But Casey gave no outward sign that
he had heard their shout.
The pitcher;smiled and cut one loose—
across the plate it sped;
Another hiss—another groan—“Strike
one!" the umpire said;
Zip! Like a shot the second curve broke
just below the knee; "Strike two!” the umpire roared aloud
—but Casey made no plea.
No roasting for the umpire now—his
was an easy lot;
But here the pitcher whirled again—
was that a rifle shot?
A whack, a crack, and out through
space the leather pellet flew—
A blot against the distant sky—a speck
against the blue.
Above the fence in center field, in
rapid, whirling flight,
The sphere sailed on—the blot grew
dim—and then was lost to sight;
Ten thousand hats were thrown In air,
ten thousand threw a fit—
But no one ever found the ball that
Mighty Casey hit.
O somewhere in this favored land dark
clouds may hide the sun;
And somewhere bands no longer play
and children have no fun;
And somewhere over blighted lives
there hangs a heavy pall,.
But MudviUe’s on a Joy Ride now,
FOR CASEY HIT THE BALL!

The Owl and the 220
Our idea of nothing to do is to try
and find a freshman nutty enough to
write the "Owl and the 220” column.

ft

MUSTAINE IS
MUCH PLEASED j

Our Contemporaries

FROSH STRONG
FOR FOOTBALL!

Washington—U. of W. freshmen
boldly carved their names in history
by painting in four-foot white letters
class numerals ”16,” upon the
Surprised by Good Outlook the
black surface of the university's 260- First Year Class Furnishes I
foot
water
tower. This is the first in
in Varsity Athletics—
Four “M” Men— Eight
stance of this kind, for it takes some
nerve
to
climb
a structure of that
Likes Montana.
Men on Varsity.
kind In the dark. The freshmen
fountains' of joy were uncorked and I
reigned supreme until a bill of $100
Physical Director Mustalne, who was received by the class secretary
The class of 1916 has probably done I
for the last 10 years held that posi for expenses Incurred in repainting j more for the support of football than I
tion at Kentucky University, arrived the tower. It was found, by a con
here last week.
servative calculation that the fresh any class or at least any other Fresh- |
At Kentucky Mr. Mustalne was un men had paid $4 per daylight hour man class has ever done. Besides
usually successful. He built up a in their little advertising scheme. taking, an active part in the rooting
physical culture department that was —Ex.
they- have furnished their share of
considered to be as good as in the
the players and more.
middle west. During his stay there he
Kansas.— Before the Missouri game,
Of all the candidates for positions,
turned out team after team in differ the student- body appeared at chapel,
ent branches of sport that beat ev decked with arm bands, ribbons, pen half were Freshmen. In the recent
erything they played.
nants and other crimson and blue Victor-Second Team game, 10 of the
Last year the Kentucky football raiment that the undergraduate body 13 men that made the trip were firstteam was very successful and the bas possessed.
year men. This while the first team
ketball team went through the sea
was away.
son without losing a single game.
With the team on its coast trip was
Allegheny.—Freshmen are not al
In his statement to a Kaimln re lowed to hold any class functions or Gault, whose work was sensational lu
porter.- Mr. Mustalne said "That so far display their colors before Washing both games, Streit who scored one of
he was very pleased *with the Uni ton’s birthday.
the twx> touchdowns against Gonzaga,
versity of Montana. He also said: “I
Daemes, regular guard, Deschamps,
have met some very nice people, both
Cornell.—Fraternities are showing a half back and one of the very best
among the townspeople, the faculty great deal of interest in the reorgan on the team, and Busha, substitute
and the students.”
ization of the Interfraternity bowling back, who played In both games.
In reply to questions on the weather league.
Newspapers state that his playing in
he said: "I am very much surprised;
the Willamette game was decidedly
I thought I would find much snow all
Yale.—A change In the football brilliant.
over the ground.”
The following Freshmen have won
coaching system at Yale has recently
He has not been able to tell much been discussed, by which a resident their "M's” and have played good
concerning the basketball material, coach would be appointed for a term games for Montana.
but said, “We will have the best bas of several years, instead of the pres- j Deschamps at half back is one of
ketball team that training and the ent system of a head coach, who Is the main supports of the team and
material we have will allow.”
generally the captain of the previous Ifurther words regarding his playing
Mr. Mustalne said that he Intended season changing every year. Under would be wasted.
to build up the physical culture de the constitution adopted by Yale's new
Daemes, who never saw a football
partment so that this department athletic committee, which assumed the until he came to Montana, went out
would bring forth some comment, as direction of Yale sports this fall, the for the team hard, and Is now regu
do the other departments in the Uni power of ordering the change lies lar left guard on the varsity. “Bel
versity.
gium” might have been green once,
with that committee.
He said that he Intended to build
The 22 players who played in either but not now.
up each branch of sports so that they the Princeton or the Harvard games
Gault, from All-State High School
would balance. He will give as much will elect a captain next week, and Iend to varsity end, has played a good
attention to developing a victorious Henry Ketcham, 1914, Inst year's all- game. His handling of forward pas
basketball team, track team, and American center, is the most likely | ses is especially good and The Daily
baseball team as well as a victorious choice. If the present system ofl Mis8oulian In its account of the Gon
football team.
Is maintained, he will prob- zaga game stated, "Gault's intercept
He stated that until after the hoi-1 coaching
select Captain Spalding as head ing and receiving of forward passes
idays he would carry on a physical ably
coach, to be assisted by Phllbln and was decidedly sensational.”
_examination and then after Christ Cooney, also of this year's team.
Streit, Missoula High's star tackle,
mas would begin on some definite
has earned his letter at center, and
plan, building up each defective part
Nebraska.— A new organization has in the Gonzaga game he recovered a
in each student as much as possible. appeared on the campus. It is-known blocked kick and carried the ball over
Mr. Mustalne comes to the Univer
the Silver Lynx, and its purpose, for six of Montana’s 16 points.
sity of Montana on recommendations as
Although these are the only Fresh
described by a member, is to beat
of Professor Whitlock and of the as
the
high cost of living, to have an en men who have won their emblems,
physical director of Yale. In Lexing joyable
life, develop the indl-1 they are not the only ones who have
ton he was superintendent of the pub vldualltysocial
of the members, and to boost Ifought for their University.
lic playgrounds. He has also writ for Nebraska.
Busha, besides playing nearly all
ten several books of note on physi
of the Willamette game, he has also
cal culture.
Minnesota.— At the Instigation of a played in the Gonzaga game and the
new faction, the old, time-worn I local Bozeman game. He is certainly
Freshman-Sophomore cane rush was entitled to an "M,” if only for his
INTO THE FROG POND abandoned this year at the Unlver-1 splendid playing in Oregon.
of Minnesota. An oratorical con- I Dehnert, the game but light half
. GOES TALE-BEARER slty
test and tug* of war were the prin back, and best punter on the squad,
cipal features of the program. Much narrowly missed the coveted honor
—
discussion among the students was and he has been handicapped with a
State College, Dec. 4.—The an caused by the unwarranted change in sprained ankle. Anderson has played
nouncement In the headlines of one the customary schedule by the upper- in both of the games against Boze
of the leading papers of the state class “scraps.” The fight, although man and only his light weight has
that 75 .of the students of Montana Iconducted successfully by the sopho- kept him off the team.
'
State College were suspended is not | mores, lacked the old class enthuslIt is said that the scrubs make
true. It seems that a number of the asm and met with much ridicule by I the first team.
If this is true,
college men got together one evening the upper classmen.
then the University can thank the
last week and took an offending mem
Freshmen for this year’s successful
ber of the student body who bore the i
team. Of the scrubs that went to
reputation of being a talebearer to I
Victor, the following were first-year
the faculty, and threw him in the COLLEGIANS PUT ON
men: Schraeder and Simpkins, ends;
college frog pond. Bearing out his
Dehnert, Higgins and Roberts,
PROFESSOR’S MALADY A.
reputation, he told the faculty of it.
tackles; Tabor, guard;
Anderson,
The matter came up before faculty
center, and Lansing, Craighead and
meeting, but nothing was done and |
F. Dehnert, backs.
it was recommended that the matter
Kalmin correspondence:
With this number as a beginning,
be referred to the student senate, the
State College, Dec. 4.—The Jack-o-1 next year should doubtless witness
student governing body. So far they Lanterns, the dramatic club of Mon more 1916 men on the team than
have taken no action and probably tana State College, will present their those of any other two classes.
will not do so unless it is to recom first play this year tomorrow evening
mend that the offending student be in the Bozeman opera house. They will I
thrown in the pond again.
present "The Professor's Malady,” a JENNIE BRICE—SHE
comedy by J. M. Barrie. For the last
FRESH-SOPH QU E8TIO N
two weeks the members of the cast
DIES WITH BOOTS ON
have been having dally rehearsals and
The question for the Freshman- | Mrs. Herrick, dean of women and di
Sophomore debate is the same as the rector . of the play, expects this play
The law men are going to hold a
Bozeman question, the
minimum to be the best ever put on by the
mock trial of the Jennie Brice case,
wage. All freshmen who desire to club.
which appeared in Everybody’s Mag
compete in this debate must enter the
azine. Prizes have been offered for
P O PULA R ITY.
try-out for the intercollegiate team, to
the best trials, and the Montana law
be held December 17.
The two
men are working their hardest to win.
freshmen ranking highest in this try There was a girl In our town—
The attorneys for both sides have
out will represent the-freshman class.
No wonder she was vain!
been
chosen, as have the principals
Anne Beck, Payne Templeton, Alva A dozen suitors helped her on
and the witnesses. The Judge and the
Baird, committee.
Each time she caught a train.
jury will be composed of the men
around and in Missoula.
Everything will be ready for com
mencing the trial on the afternoon of
Friday, December 13, and will doubt
less continue until rather late In the
evening.
It will be held In the Convocation
hall, and admission will be 26 cents,
the proceeds going to the A. S. U. M.
Everybody is welcome, and the law
men will be greatly encouraged if a
full house greets the opening of the
trial.

EMEMBER our Pictures and
Calendars of Montana Scenery
— when buying Your Christmas

R

Presents.

Main Hall.
Higgins Block

We have a fine Calendar of the

THE McKAY STUDIO

Missoula, Montana.

Our Idea of nothing to see would
be a race between Pete and the Bel
gian.

Henley, Eigeman
and Company

G ro cers
The popular “Belmont” notch Collar
made in self atriped Madras.
2 for 29c

ARROW

COLLARS

A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

Cluett, Peabody 6c Co., Makers

THE
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
$400,000.00
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Vienna Cafe
Next to Grand Theater, on Main
Street

For a Good Meal We
Excel
P R IC E8 REASONABLE

Try our famous coffee.
day and bight.

Open

Phil Kenny, Prop.

Have you seen the beautiful

Owen Kelly

Hand-painted China

K E Y W ES T A N D D O M E 3T IC
C IGAR8

notv on display at tills store?

LUCY & SONS
Complete House and Office Fur
nishings.

Our Special
$1.00 Fountain Pen
Each one guaranteed—If not
satisfactory may be exchanged
or money refunded.

Self-fillers, $1.50

LISTER’S
114 E. Main St.

Pipes, Tobacco

and

Cigarettes

Agents for Johnson’s Sweet
Chocolates. “ Meet me at Kelly's.”

The Home Plate
Pool Room
Key West and Domestic
Cigars, Pipes and To
bacco, Fine Candies

Missoula, Mont.

MISSOULA TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK
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60,000.00

Officers

J. M. Keith . . . . President
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Thomas F. Farley
Company
Reliable Grocers
Your patronage respectfully so
licited.
611 Woody St.

Pool and Billiards

Tel. 54

J. A. CAVANDER
G E N ER A L E LEC TR IC
8 U P P L IE 8

Construction and Repairs, Fix
tures, Bells, Batteries, etc.
Phones: Ind. 1602; Bell 628-Black
318 Higgins Avenue.

The Butte
Cleaners
A good place to have
your Cleaning and Pressdone.

Barber &Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

Our brand new stock of

Fancy China
Silverware
Cut Glass
Makes easy Brass Novelties,
etc., the selection of a gift or
favor

J. P. REINHARD

HARDWARE AND CROCKERY
104 W. Main Street

The Fashion Club
Cleaners, Dyers and Tailors
K E N N E T H W O LF E , Student Agent

526 S. Higgins Avenue
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Covers were laid for Misses McFar
lane, Lyden, Richter, Craighead, Ma
rion Richter, Messrs. Janeck, Young,
Richter and the host and hostess.
Later in the evening other guests ar
rived who enjoyed an informal dance
and music as well as marshmallows
toasted before an open fire. Those
present were Misses McFarlane, Ly
den,
Richter, Craighead,
Marion
Richter,
Nutting,
Kemp,
Birely,
Leech,
Sutherlin,
Messrs.
Evans,
Long will the classes of '15 and ’16, ley, Anderson, Woody, Powell, Wright, I
and those upper classmen who were j Sheedy, Shroeder, Warren, Montgom- Richter, Bl8choff, Janeck, Wright,
Speer, Young, Clemens and Professor
present, remember the masquerade |Iery, Gilliland, Dickey.
and Mrs. Richter.
the freshmen gave the sophomores on
October 26 in the gymnasium. The Informal Evening.
gym looked anything but bare, filled
A number of guests enjoyed the High School Dance.
Several University people attended
as it was with dancers in clever cos hospitality of Iota Nu on Thanksgiv
tumes, and adorned as it was with ing evening. They played cards, made | the high school dance in the gymna
crepe paper, evergreens and mountain j fudge, sat around the fire. Delicious sium on Saturday, November 23.
ash, which showed the effective col refreshments were served.
Those
ors red and white of the freshmen present were: Misses Pride, Steven For Miss Jones.
and green and white of the sopho son, Kellogg, Boldt, Logan, Oidridge
Mrs. George Welsel entertained for
mores. Never to be forgotten fea and Messrs. Griffith, Thurston, Mont Miss Frances Jones of Anaconda on
tures besides the dancing were the j gomery, Nesbit, Forbes, Stanley and Friday afternoon. The guests played
prettily decorated cozy corners and Sheedy.
cards and enjoyed dainty refresh
the apples, doughnuts and cider that
ments. Those who came to meet Miss
were served. This dance was the i Delta Sigma Dance.
Jones were Mrs. Morrison, Mrs.
most important and class social func
A number of University people were Frieze, Mrs. Derge, Mrs. Mason, Mrs.
tion that has taken place this year, Iguests
at the Delta Sigma dance, giv Polleys, Mrs. Bielenberg , and the
and certainly the best dance ever
en at Elks' hall on Thursday even Misses Margaret and Abbie Lucy,
given by freshmen at the U. of M.
Johnson, Ingalls,
Leary, Blrdsall,
ing.
Mary and Grace Rankin, Leech,
Delta Gamma Breakfast.
Scrogln, iCronk, Coffee and McCul
The members of Delta Gamma I Dinner at Craig Hall.
lough.
Thanksgiving dinner at Craig hall
served a delicious breakfast in their
chapter room on Sunday, November was a formal affair of five courses. Thanksgiving Spreads.
24. Those present were: Misses Mc- The table was beautifully decorated
Miss Leila Logan entertained the
Farlane, Lyden, Huffman, Harmon, | with evergreens and . mountain ash, dormitory girls and visitors at a de
Nutting, Carney, Scrogln, Alice and) and with an effective center piece of lightful spread in her room on Friday
Covers evening. The hostess issued clever
Grace Mathewson, Robinson and Gil-1 fruit artistically arranged.
were laid for Miss Stewart, Mr. and invitations, which she made herself,
bert.
Mrs. O’Neill, Dr. and Mrs. Reynolds, for the affair. Those who enjoyed the
Mr. and Mrs. Dunlop, Miss Patton, contents of Miss Logan’s Thanksgiv
'Kappa Spread.
Professor
Jesse, Misses Boldt, Logan, ing box from home were: Misses
The alumnae members of Kappa!
Pride,
Leary, Smith, Stavern, Gilli Prescott, McFarlane, Stevenson, Nut
Kappa Gamma gave a spread at din-1
ner time on November 26, for the land, Garagus, Kennedy, McCarthy, ting, Lyden, Oidridge, Pride, Jocobson,
active chapter in their suite at Craig and Messrs. Schroder, Thompson, Kennedy, Cronk, Gilliland, Boldt, Kel
Griffith, Dunlop and Gilliland.
logg,
Mrs.
Stevenson
and Miss
hall.
Brewer.
lota Nu Dance.

| uancing.

Iota Nu entertained at a dance at
° n Friday evening the pupils of
Barber & Marshall hall on Wednes- Mlss Edna Power’s dancing class gave
day evening. Professor and Mrs. an exhibition at the Knights of
Plant and Professor and Mrs. Whit- p >’th,as hal1- Mi8S Power danced
lock chaperoned the party. Those wonderfully, also. Later in the evenpresent were Misses Hardenburgh,
U*® guests, who included some
McFarlane, Frieze, McCarthy, Leo- j university people, enjoyed an informal
pold, Jacobson, McCall, Beck, Gilll- j dance,
land, Kennedy, Wilde, Uline, Pride,
Blrely, Boldt and Messrs. Forbes, Ku- Richters Entertain.
phal, Stanley, Nesbit, Halford, Bax-1 Professor and Mrs. Richter enterter, Conway, Livingston, Vealy, Row- talned at dinner on Thanksgiving.

NEW MODEL
OF THE

n O V A
K U
I

I

STANDARD
TYPEWRITER

The Latest Model of Any Typewriter on the Market
Has Two-Color Ribbon, Back-Spacer, Tabulator and
many new and valuable patented features that
other typewriters do not have.

PRICE, $ 7 5 .0 0
Send for “The Royal Book,” 32 pages of typewriter information—
the finest typewriter catalog ever issued. Yours for a postal card.

Royal Typewriter Company
J. DICKINSO N, Local Agent.

Royal Typewriter Building

New York City. New York.

Branches in all principal cities.

Miss Katherine Sutherlin was hos
tess at a spread on Wednesday even
ing. Her guests were: Misses Smith,
Blrely,
Stabern,
Duncan,
Uline,
Scrogln, McCall and Mrs. Malcouronn.
The affair took place in the Theta
suite.
Miss Esther Birely entertained at a
spread in the Theta suite on Friday
evening.
Misses Nutting, McCall,
Sutherlin, Uline, Duncan, Stabern,
Smith and the hostess were present.
Miss Polleys Entertains.

The Missoulian
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
shop exactly what they require. The men who
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
understand the real art of printing. This is why
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
the care used in the selection of material. We
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
ected. We are sure that we can please you.

Missoulian Publishing Company
West Main Street, Missoula.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.

A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

THE SMOKE HOUSE
MASONIC TEMPLE
Watch the Historical Calendar in our window, changes daily—Adver
tising space on these bulletins will be donated to any charitable or
educational institution for announcement of meetings.

Miss Josephine Polleys was hostess
at dinner on Saturday evening. Cov
ers were laid for Miss Frances Jones
of Anaconda, - Miss McCullough, Miss
Ingalls, Miss Ross, Miss Robinson,
Mrs. Weisel, Mr. Polleys and Miss
Polleys.
Engagement.

Many University people will be in
terested to hear of the engagement
of Miss Edna Rankin to Mr. James
Osborne Safford, which was an
nounced at the home of Mr. Safford’s
mother, Mrs. Pearson, in Salem, Mass.,
recently. Miss Rankin is a member
of Kappa Kappa Gamma, who spent
last year at the University as a fresh
man. She is now a student at Wel
lesley. Mr. Safford Is well known in
Missoula. The date for the wedding
is not set.
Sewing.

A few girls gathered at the home
of Miss Bess Wilde on Friday after
noon to sew. Miss Wilde served re
freshments to her guests, the Misses
Nutting,
McFarlane,
McLaughlin,
Dennis, Lyden and Richter.

Mrs. M. N. Stickney, a Delta Gam
ma from Michigan, visited the, Pi
chapter of Delta Gamma this week.
Miss Stella Duncan served delicious i Mrs. Stickney resided in Missoula for
refreshments in the dormitory parlor merly when her husband was con
on Saturday evening to Misses Scrog nected with the Missoula branch of
ln, Hardenburgh, Stabern, Blrely and the forestry service.
Mr. Malcouronn.
Miss Frances Jones, ’08, of Ana
conda, spent the week end with Mrs.
Thanksgiving Dinners.
George Weisel.
Miss Ruth Cronk was a guest at
Miss Rose Leopold spent the vaca
the Polleys home for Thanksgiving tion in town with Miss Corinne Mac
dinner.
Donald.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Ross entertained
Miss Gladys Huffman, Miss Bernice
Misses Scrogln, Ingalls and Ross at
Selfridge and Miss' Dorothy Simon
dinner on Thanksgiving.
At the Hardenburgh home covers were at their homes in Butte Tor
for Thanksgiving dinner were laid for Thanksgiving.
Miss Genevieve Mettlen returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Hardenburgh, Alice
Hardenburgh, Esther Birely, Floyd Craig hall on Monday, after spending
Thanksgiving
at her home in Arm
Hardenburgh and Roscoe Wells.
The Kettlewells and Miss Diana stead.
Miss Alpha Buse spent her vacation
Uline were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
De Forest at their home in the Bit at her home in Poison.
Misses Heyward, Read and Wilson
ter Root valley.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bonner had returned to their homes in Hamilton
for
Thanksgiving.
as their guests for Thanksgiving din
Miss Cecil Sharp entertained at her
ner Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bonner, Mr.
I and Mrs. John Bonner and Misses home in Stevensville Misses Harmon
Marguerite Bonner and Donna Mc
Call.
since no Thanksgiving spread could
take place in December. The girls
I Delta ’ Gamma Spread.
wore gay paper caps found in the
On Sunday evening 16 girls gath napkins. Those present were: Misses
ered in the Delta Gamma chap Matthews, Huffman, Lyden, McFar
ter room and enjoyed an elaborate lane, Harmon, Richter, Sharp, McThanksgiving spread. At each place Clay, Buse, Gilbert, Robinson, Alice
was a napkin ring bearing a girl’s and Grace Mathewson, Scrogln, Nut
Iname and the date November 31, ting and Carney.
At the Dorm.

and Robinson for the holidays. Miss
Robinson spent the latter part of the
vacation in Missoula as the guest of
Miss Polleys.
Miss Florence Carney spent Thanks
giving at her home in Springdale,
near Livingston.
Misses Alice and Grace Mathewson
spent their vacation at their home in
Anaconda.
Miss Jeanette Clark visited her
aunt in Anaconda during the holidays.
Miss Elsie Kain spent Thanksgiv
ing at her home in Stevensville.
Miss Helen McClay went to her
home in Lolo for Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson and their
young son Bobby came down from
their home in Stevensville to visit
their daughter Evelyn for Thanksgiv
ing.
Miss Isabel Gilbert was the guest
of Mrs. B: F. Plummer in Stevens
ville for the week-end.
Of interest to University students
is the marriage of Miss Anne Bielen
berg, a former student here, to Mr.
Newland. The wedding took place in
Los Angeles on November 23.
“I’ll be glad when this campaign is
over and the votes have been count
ed." "Why should you care? Is your
business affected
in
presidential
years?” “No; but I have a lot of
old friends with whom I’m anxious
to be on speaking terms again.”—The
Herald and Presbyter.
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Captain W hisler Predicts Banner Year in Basketball
FRESHM AN B A SK ETB A LL TEA M
[TWENTY PILL
GIRLS TANGLE
The opening of this year’s basket
ball season will see more Freshmen
TOSSERS OUT
ON SATURDAY candidates
alone than were in the en

SEASON IN FO OTBALL.

CUBS WALLOP
VICTOR HIGH

When the candidates for the 1912
football team s turned out for first
practice under the coaches, Gary, Phlltire squad last year. The Freshmen
oon and Cunningham, it was appar
who did not play football have been
ent
a good team would represent
Answer Mustaine’s the that
basketball all fall and are | Score
Sophomore and Freshman practising
University of Montana in its
in fine condition to start the sea
for football honors. Every
Damsels Will Meet in son.Those who have signified their in Call for First Practice— struggle
thing was progressing rapidly, the I Denhert Stars for Varsity
men
were
hardening up physically,
Half Are Freshmen.
tention of trying for the varsity are:
Basketball Game.
they were developing speed in run
Second Team—Roll up
Cummings, crack forward of the Mis
ning and accuracy in handling the
soula High; Streit and Lansing of
ball,
when
suddenly,
like
a
thunder
47 Points to 0.
same team; Tabor of Helena High
Now that football is a thing of the bolt from a clear sky, came the news
On Saturday, December 14, the first School and star center of that ag
girls' •basket ball game of the year will gregation, is almost sure of a place. past, basketball is the next game to of Head Coach Cary’s death.
athletes to the gym. Athletic
Practice was not resumed again un
take place between the Freshmen and Janeck, who has played two years lure
While the Grizzlies were hammer
Director Mustaine has issued a call
Sophomore girls in the gymnasium. with the champions of Washington, for basketball candidates, and it is ex til a week afterwards, under the di ing Gonzaga, the Cubs were running
rection
of Coach Philoon, that silent
will
be
a
strong
contender
for
for
Both tearps have been practising hard ward. He will have as competitors pected th^t at least 30 men will com genius of the gridiron, who seldom rings around the heavy but inexperi
for this game, and a good game can from his own class, Dehnert and pete.
talked, but when he did, the men enced team at Victor. The Victor
The Montana Agricultural college knew what was wanted and they tried
Rowley of Fergus High, McPhall of Iwill
be expected by those who attend it.
High couldn’t solve the forward pass,
be
our
chief
rival
in
the
basket
their
best.
Ana
The girls of both teams are confi Phlllpsburg, McManus from
nor could they stop the speedy runs
field. “Revenge’’ is their slogan
dent of victory and are determined to conda, and Darrow of Bayport, Michi ball
Coach
Phiioon,
together
with
Coach
because of the beating the Bruins Cunningham, and occasionally with around ends.
to do their beet in order to carry away gan.
them. They have some excel the help of Greenough and Welsel,
There were no special stars, as each
For guards, besides, Streit and Lan Igave material,
the laurels for their own class.
judging from all re- soon whipped the team into shape for man did his best, but the playing, of
The Freshman team will win, of i sing, there are Gault and Wright of Ilent
ports,
but
the
University
of
Montana
S. Dehnert was a treat. He ran the
course, but in order to run up a large Great Falls, Schraeder of Livingston also has worthy material.
its first , struggle
I,.
. _.of ..the ,season
P S with ball for long gains and made the for
score, they need the support of the and Powell of Billings.
With
several
old
players
and
about
_
,
_
.
.
entire class. The girls always turn out
All of the players named above a score of freshmen who have starred Bozeman, where on October 19, the ward passes with remarkable accur
in large numbers to root for the boys Ihave had considerable basketball ex in basketball in the high schools, and Ag*,es were defeated by Bruins by acy.
Those who made the trip were:
and cheer them on in any of their ath- perience and most of them were reg IAthletic Director Mustaine to whip a scor® 0
B. Craighead, Lansing,
Anderson,
letic events, and so it would only be ulars on their high school teams. The Ithe team into shape, the University
Superior physical condition alone Shroeder, Simpkins, Higgins, S. Deh
fair if the boys would do likewise at Freshman class team will surely be ought to have a team that will make won this game, for the Aggies fought
nert, Sheedy, Roberts, Taber, Nickolthis first attempt at girls’ athletics in a good one and are expected to put ■a record worthy of mention.
Hke demons until the third quarter.
the University.
up a hard fight for Inter-class hon I It is hoped that the different class- when the Bruins, still apparently son, and Gwinn. Molcholr travelled
with the team as manager.
Both teams are being coached by | ors.
es will have their teams for the class fresh, began a series of rushes which Final score—Montana Second Team,
Professor Whitlock and from these I
games, for these games are bound to finally netted the only touchdown of 47; Victor High, 0.
two teams it is very probable that
Direct your friends to the Bureau *show forth the abilities of each the game.
the one which is to represent the of Printing, if they want the best.
I player, and the coach will have no! On October 26, the Bruins Invaded
University in contests with other
I trouble in choosing the team which! Utah, where they suffered defeat at
schools, will be chosen. The team |
MY A F F IN IT Y .
! will represent Montana's best in the j the hands of the Utah Aggies at Ogexpects to get games with the Mon
basketball field.
den by a score of 17 to 0. This game
tana State College at Deer Lodge,
I don't know where she is at all— Manager Klebe of the basketball-1 was won by the officials, and the less
and If possible with Bozeman and she
may
be
up
on
Mars.
It
may
be
, team says that the prospects for good said, the better.
Dillon. The first outside game to
has stopped to call at sundry other games are bright. In all probability The following Saturday, November
be played will probably be with Mis she
stars.
I
don't
know
if
she’s
dark
or
soula High School. But in order to fair, a blonde, or deep brunette. The games will be arranged with the Mon- 2, found the Bruins at Salt Lake,
tana Agricultural College, School of where they gave the University of
get the practice and experience of
of her eyes and hair I’ve not dis Mines, Carroll d u b of Helena, the ] Utah the surprise of the season. The
exhibition games a few interclass Icolor
covered
yet.
I
Crescent A. C. of Evanston, 111., and score was 3 to 3, with two minutes
games will be played first.
She may be fat, she may be lean, for i Gonzaga. When the schedule is ft- to play, when a Montana man fumThe grame Saturday night will be aught
I
chance
to
know.
Her
temper
one of the most Important games of may be as serene as the undriven nally arranged, It will be the best that bled an intercepted forward pass into
the University of Montana has ever the hands'of a Utah player, who ran
the season, for in It the girls will fin snow, or it may be as seething hot as j had.
the ball across for a touchdown.1
ish the good work which was started pepper of Cayenne—these littel points
Captain Whisler predicts an unusu- Luck was with the University of
by the boys when they defeated th e!as yet are not at all within my ken.
blame yourself—If you can’t play
sophomores in the. wrestling match! She may be tall, she may be short— ally successful season, as the mate- Utah.
The final score was 10 to 3 in favor up to form with a strange racket,
and relay race. And so, freshmen, it the truth I can't disclose. It may be rial In sight is first classor golf club, or baseball. There is
Among
those
who
are
out
for
pracof
Utah,
but
the
Bruins
showed
is “up to you” to show your class she’s the simple sort with freckles on
no excuse for you. Spalding Ath
loyalty and spirit by turning out to her nose, or maybe she's one of those tlce are: Whisler, Klebe, Taber, Grlf- Utah that Montana has fighters,
fith, Cummins, Gault, Wiedman, RobThe next game was with the Mon- letic Goods are on sale in every
see this gamp.
who have expensive tastes, who erts, Rollins, Sheedy, Taylor, McMan- tana Aggies, in Missoula, on Novem- town from Maine to California.
The sophomore team has elected girls
wear
some
sixty-’leven
curls
and
$90
Catalogue free.
us,
Geneck,
Bronger,
McPh&il,
Lan-lber
9. This was the Varsity’s only
Ruby Jacobson captain and Evelyn
sing, Gervais, Dehnert, McCarthy, I home game, and the Aggies, conflStephenson manager, while Alpha waists.
The
fact
is,
I've
not
met
her
yet,
this
dent of at least making a showing
Buse is captain and Helen Maclay fair twin soul of mine; and though Streit and Craighead.
A. G. Spalding & Bros.
------------------------ equal to the first game in Bozeman,
manager of the freshmen team.
28-30 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
sometimes I feel regret, at others I CURING WANDERING HUSBANDS, were sent back home with defeat.
opine, considering the flabby state I'm
When the smoke cleared, the score
A T T E N T IO N ENGINEERS.
in financially, it’s just as well for my
was 33 to 8, with the bail in Mon
soulmate and better far for mo!— I Don’t get excited, please—be calm tana’s possession on the Aggies’ 3Write me if you are Interested in a Judge.
and hide your joy ladies. Dr. William | y a r d Touchdowns”'w‘eTe”"made
high grade set of Alteneder drawing
| A. Colledge. of Chicago thinks he has at pIeasure, and by the end of the
It is reported that President Craig found a sure cure for that night-wan- j ame all the scrubs were in, having
instruments at less than cost; perfect
The Barber
condition. C. W. Griffin, Thompson head has wired for his dress suit. dering habit of some husbands. Dr., replaced the re g u la rs.
_
_ ■
_
Things must be going well at Helena. Colledge advises such men to have the |
Falls, Montana.—Adv.
College Men’s Haircutting and Mas
| cook burn the steak, make muddy cofNovember 22, the Bruins left for
saging. The best of attention.
! fee and serve up sloppy potatoes, cold Spokane, Wash., where they played
Under First Natl. Bank Bldg.
and clammy. After a meal of this kind th« Gonzaga College football team on
let the patient sit awhile in a poor the next day- True t0 the,r Prom,8e’
Mayer’s “ Dry Sox”
light trying to read yesterday’s paper. th«y wlPed ou,t a defeat of
years’
today’s being lost, get a cinder in his standing. easily defeating the Goneye
and
crawl
Into
a
cold
bed
provided
*a*ans
t>y
a
score
of
16
to
7.
Kid-lined, rubber heels.
with damp sheets six inches too short.
The Thanksgiving game was played
Artistic Photographing
man who, after an experience of in Salem, Ore., on November 28. Here
An excellent winter shoe.
Chrysanthemums, c a r  Any
this sort, does not rapturously appre- the Bruins suffered defeat to the tune
N E X T TO BRIDGE
nations, violets, potted date all the comforts of home can be j of 30 to 9. After the Bruins ran
Sold by
classified as a hopeless case, an insen- rin g s around the Willamette Uniplants, sweet peas and sate bonehead or any other disagree-I versity’s team the first quarter, the
able thing of the kind you can think j weight of their opponents began to
hand-painted china.
of on the spur of the moment and be- tell. The team of the Willamette
Jeweler and Optician
Western Hotel Building
tween the gusts of your wrath. Dr. University averaged over 20 pounds
105 East Cedar St.
Repairing a Specialty
Colledge says the cure will be instant more to the man than Montana, and
and complete. He may be correct in they used their weight to advantage,
114 EAST M A IN S T R E E T
his deductions, don’t you think?—Kan- On the whole, the record of the Missoula,
Montana
sas City Star.
Bruins was credible. They won three
--------------------------! games and lost three. They scored
. HEADQUARTERS FOR
74 points as against 67 of their oppo
INFANT SNOBBERY.
nents. The chanVpionshlp of MonDentist
Art Goods and Picture
Too often the idea of service is asso-! *-ana 's theirs, so what more can we
expect?
elated solely with paid servants, alI Room 46 Higgins Blk., Missoula, Mont.
Frames
The prospects for a good team next
Ithough seldom so amusingly as in the
Phone 1009.
'case of a little girl of whom a contrib year are bright. All the old players
utor to the English Illustrated Maga- will remain, and together with the
new material coming in with next
Izlne tells.
L. W. H U N T ,
She had visited a little friend whose Iyear’s freshmen, and with Athletic DiAgents for
| family did their own housework. She Irector Mustaine to whip the men into
j had a very good time, and on coming;shape, the University of Montana will
Student Agent.
Stall
and
Dean Sporting
i home was telling her mother about it. have a team that is bound to make
312-314 Higgins Avenue
Goods
| “But, mother, dear, they do one very even a better record than the Bruins
dreadful thing,” she concluded. “I hate jof 1912?
I to tell you about it, for it Is kind of I
------------ --------------cruel, and you mightn’t let me go DEAN ADDRESSES COLLEGIANS.
| again.”
"Tell me.’ urged her mother in • Kalinin correspondence:
M. NESBIT
State College, Dec. 4.—Miss Mary
some alarm.
Agent for University Students.
"They use their own grandmother IStewart, dean of women of the UnlIfor a cook!” the little girl replied in versity of Montana, will address the I Ten per cent discount to students if
a shocked whisper.—Youth’s Com- students of the college at the stu- I bills are settled before the 10th of
month.
| panion.
dents’ assembly period Friday. The
■
regular woman’s assembly was to be
■ “There’s only one thing I’ve got held on that day and Miss Stewart
against the Congressionl Record,” | was secured for it. However, when it
said Farmer Corntossel. “You refer: was learned that she would be the
to its occasional suspension of pub- speaker. President Hamilton asked to
lication?” "No. It’s kind o’ mis- have her address the entire student Made - to - Measure Clothing
j leadin’. A lot of the speeches our body.
and Underwear a Specialty.
Icongressman makes about hlsself
--------------------------. ought to be marked ‘advt.’ ”—WashThe ‘‘Know How Printers”—Bureau
1 503 N. Higgins Avenue.
lngton Star.
I Jf Printing.

Don’t Blame the
Implement

George Miller

Missoula Nursery
Company

THUESON

Missoula Art Co.
J. D. Rowland

Dr. R. H. Nelson

Florence Steam
Laundry

Simons Paint and
Paper House

HEIMBACH’S

IThe Model Laundry

Wait until after the Holidays
and have W ard take your
Photos for the Sentinel

Ward Studio

Louis E. Kennedy

«

NO MONEY FOR !
THE UNIVERSITY
(Continued from Page 1.)
funds from the land grants. The $1,100,000 will be expended as follows, j
[Mr. Galen estimated; Tuberculosis!
hospital, $25,000; state insane asylum,
! $460,000; state prison, $330,000; necesIsary improvements at prison, includ
ing power plant, $100,000; soldiers’ j
home, $30,000; state fair, $60,000; mis-j
Icellaneous, $60,000.
Dazed.

O matter what your gift-giving plans
may be this Christmas, you’ll find
this Store a great help in solving
the preplexing questions that everyone
experiences this time of year. <[ Here
are suggestions by the hundred of gifts
suitable for everyone—mother, father,
brother, sifter, college chum or sweet
heart. fl Its a great Christmas Store—
without peer or parallel in Missoula—
where quality and low prices go handin-hand.

N

C. H. Hall of Missoula arose and,
said the condition Of the state finances J
dazed him and he then moved that a
further examination be made, and that
the board take no action on making!
recommendations until it knew how
much will be available. This motion
was later amended and carried to pro
vide for State Accountant Conway to
make a complete investigation to de
termine what the ' state's total esti
mated revenue and expenses will be]
for the next two years and he will
then send a copy of this tabulation,
along with the total amounts recom
mended for each institution by its
head to each member of the board so
that when it convenes again it will
have a definite basis on vyhich to
work.

RESTLESS

JEWELER

SLEEPLESS

George L. Flaherty
University of Montana
Seal Goods
Every student should have an emblem of the University. These
goods are enameled with the “ U M colors and are the official
.seal. Boost your school by wearing one yourself. Advertise
your school by sending a piece of jewelry with the ‘‘U*’ offi
cial seal to your friends. What will make a better and more
fitting gift among yourselves or to your friends than-some
of the following:
Sterling Seal Pins ....................... ............. ..50c
Sterling Seal Rings ...................... ;.$1.00 and $1.25
Gold Seal Rings .................... ......$6.00, $5.00. $3.50
Sterling Seal Stick Pins .... ..............:.......75c
Sterling Seal Bar Pins .......................... ............ $1.00
...... ...........................75c
Sterling Seal Tie Clasps
Sterling Seal Cuff Links ....... .............. ............ $1.50,
Sterling Seal Spoons .............................$1.75. $1.25

Largent Is Curious.

Also book-marks,>paper knives, fobs, etc.
‘‘Why should we cut everything off
the educational' institutions, instead of
beeing Jf the expenkfes of other depart
ments of the' state government, could
not. be pared?” asked S. D. Largfent ol
j Great Falls. . "The state educational
’ftistitutibh& are' the m ost' important
JEWELER
RESTLESS
SLEEPLESS
thing to the state and yet each time
i they ’ are always the first to suffer.
How. about' legislative, executive' and'
[Judicial expenses? It',is not right that
Iour higher "schools of learning should
Craighead kicked to Egan, who re
15 yards. Oh the next play Egan" of
!be cramped jtear after ye'ar.”
at the
Continuing, he said he did not mean | Gonzaga received a forward pass, turned- it 30 yards to the cepter pf
to imply that ,,othep departments were netting 15 yards and Mulhollarfd the field. Gonzagq. failed to make
| getting more .theft, they,, sjiould, but, Iplaced the, hall on Montana’s 30-yard the . distanceon the next.,plays., and
!he .insisted, the., board of education Iline after an end run. Here Egan j the ball went to Montana. r
Largest and.best place in town. 135 Higgins avenue
Ishould not be so prompt to cut off its took another forward" pads from Mui- -Montana failed to gain • the re
j own institutions ^vithout first investi holland and ran to a touchdown. quired distance and Owsley■■attempt
MlcKevitt of Gonzaga kicked goal.
ed a -place kick from the .Gonzaga
gating.
j.
Attorney General .'Galen then ex- I Score at the end of first half—Mon- I 42ryard line, but failed.’.. i:
i plained , that his estimates for the j tana, 13; Gonzaga, 7.
■The: half was put in play &tt- Mon
For a Gup of
] asylum, and the prison were for their
tana's '20-yard • line; Montana punted
Third Quarter.
maintenance alone; that he did not
Owsley kicked off to- Higgins, who, oh first' down to the middle of the
Isee how they. could be reduced; that IIreturned
the bail 10-yards. The first field, and after two incomplete for
lit cost so much per .capita to. run the | play netted 5 yards, and on' the next ward-passes by' Gonzaga, fime; was
Our Specialty is •
institution, and .he figured on this
Mulholland attempted a forward called:basis. As for the $100,000 for improve j play
FIN E H AIR C U TTIN G
Final score—Mentat/a, 16 ; Gon
p'a'ss, but it was blocked and recovment at the prison, he said that was lered by Montana." Montana was held zaga,' 7. . .
i chiefly to complete work on the power for downs and Owsley punted to McThompson & Marlenee
Go to
The Lineup.
plant which has progressed so far that
who was downed in his tracks. Montana.| it should be completed and that then j| Kevitt
Position.
Gonzaga.
— Cor. Hasement -at" Nonpareil
Gonzaga
attempted
a
forward
pass,
| it will contribute materially toward Ibut it failed. Rafts made 5 yards Weldman, Streit ....................... Raftis
.140 Xorth Higgins Ave.
’ Left end.
j the maintenance of the . prison,
end and then made first down
j Some members of the board were in around
Sholderer
a line buck. On the next play, Dornblaser ............................
favor of recommending the reports of on
Left
tackle.
Gonzaga
was
held
for
downs
and
the
Daemes ..................................... DeMers
Ithe heads of the institutions as they ball went to Montana.
been 1received, but the majority I Montana attempted a forward pass,
Left guard.
WILLAMETTE’S WEIGHT! The hero stuff of Montana was | had
Craighead ......................
McFarland
thought
it
would
be
wiser
and
fairer
clearly revealed. Deschamps, playing
but
it
was
incomplete.
Deschamps
all the s^bnciR **-«■*•
ascertain
Center. ......... ..........
DECIDES THE SCORE defensive end, hurled himself into the | to
made
5
yards
through
tackle,"
and
Groger
heavy interference until he was well- how much mcr.ey win- be available.
IOwsley made 5 more on a fake. Gon- Day ............................................
Right guard.
nigh a physical wreck. Wiedman
| zaga held for downs and the bail Klebe .........................................
O’Shea
played like a fiend from beginning to
Iwent over. After a couple incomplete
(Continued from Page 1.)
Right tackle.
the finish, and he never lagged. GONZAGANS ARE EASY | forward passes, the ball went to Mon
Egan
Busha
playing
his
first
game,
played
tana on her 40-yard line. Owsley Gault ............................................
Stearne and McRae gained consider-!
Right end.
FOR
GRIZZLY
TEAM
kicked, Roche of Gonzaga fumbled It, McCarthy. Stone
able ground, and by the end of the brilliantly, using all of his power to
McKevltt
hold
Willamette
back.
Owsley,
al
and Deschamps of Montana fell on
first the Willamette team had made
Quarterback.
though sick, played to the last, but
it on Gonzaga’s 16-yard line. Owsley
16 points to Montana’s 9.
Moriarity, Mulholland
(Continued from Page 1.)
went through center for 5 yards and Deschamps ......
The next two quarters were similar he was weak, and it seemed as if
Left half.
Deschamps added 5 more.
to the third. It was impossible for part of the time he was dazed.
Owsley ........ Moriarity, Roche, Larkin
Time called for third quarter.
When time was called, every player was penalized 10 yards for hurdling.
Montana’s light men to hold off the
Right half.
Fourth Quarter.
attack of the Oregon team. The brunt was completely exhausted. Only Mon Owsley attempted a place kick, but
Higgins
it
was
partially
blocked
by
a
Gonzaga
From Gonzaga’s 6-yard line, Mon Ronan, Hunt ..........................
of tbe defense fell on Captain Dorn- tana's fighting spirit kept Willam
Fullback.
blaser. Wherever he played, defen ette from rolling up a greater score. man and Streit of Montana fell on it tana made a desperate attempt to
Officials—Meyer,
referee;
Allen,
score, but Gonzaga held. The ball umpire; Calhoun, head-linesman.
sive end or behind the line, he would As it was, the showing of the team | for a touchdown.
| Craighead missed goal.
went to Gonzaga on downs on her
make that point strong, but then the | was a credit to Montana.
Score—Montana, 13; Gonzaga, 0.
2-yard line. McKevltt of Gonzaga
Willamette men would use other plays,
Programs, Cards. Tickets, etc., at
For classy printing, call at the i Montana kicked to Gonzaga’s 10- punted 40 yards.
those which did not go past old Cap
the “Bureau." East Main St.
yard line, but McKevltt returned it
Score—Montana, 16: Gonzaga, 7.
Bureau of Printing.
tain Dorn.

George L. Flaherty

Come and Look Around

Good Home-Made Candy 15c a Pound
Nonpareil Confectionery Store

The

Metropole

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch

The Coffee Parlor

T h t FR ESH M EN AND T H E IR GUESTS AT T H E MASK BALL

